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In this paper it is proved that a solution of uu,, + uf + h(x, t, u)u = a, with non- 
negative initial data uo(x), is a-Holder continuous for any c( E (0, 1 ), with constant 
K independent of the modulus of continuity of h. Here u is the limit of solutions u, 
to the problems (uu,), + h(x, t, u)(u - a) = a,, u(x, 0) = uO(x) + E. We prove that 
1~1, <K, independent of E and the modulus of continuity of h. A similar result holds 
for the general porous medium equation a,= (zY);.~+ h(x, t, u)u, for any 
G( E (0, l/(m - 1)). 0 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
To prove existence of solutions of some degenerate parabolic equations 
like 
uu,, + u; + h(x, t, u)u = 2.4, (1) 
that arise in population dynamics problems (see Refs. [S-7] with h = 
p(u) q(x, t) -p(u)) or gas through porous medium (with h E 0), with given 
initial data uO(x) 20, h(x, t, U) continuous and bounded in 
QT= [w x [0, T], we can define approximating solutions U, of 
E(u)u,, + 24; + h(x, t, u)(u - E) = u, 
u(x, 0) = UJX) + E, 
(2) 
where E(u) is a C” function that equals u for u > E, equals s/2 for u d ,512 
and it increases from c/2 to E in [s/2, E], and then let E tend to 0. To get 
convergence of these solutions we need to have some type of a priori 
estimates for U, or some regularity of U. These estimates hould be indepen- 
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dent of E, and in some cases, like in Ref. [7], it is necessary that they do 
not depend on the modulus of continuity of h. 
In this paper we prove that if u is a classical solution of (1) with u > E, 
then for any a E (0, 1 ), the a-norm of u 
luI,=sup 
M-T t) - 4% s)l 
fitT Ix-yl”+ It-sy’* 
can be estimated in terms of only T, a, the initial function uO(x) and M,, 
the maximum of h. (Thus, if we let E tend to 0, we can get a limiting 
function that will be a (weak) solution of (l).) 
The case h = 0 corresponds to the porous media equation. There is an 
extensive literature about it (see, for instance [S] ). Aronson in [ 1 ] showed 
that u is Lipshitz continuous in x, in one dimension. Gilding in [4] has 
shown that u is also Holder continuous in t with exponent $. Caffarelli and 
Friedman [2] proved that u is Holder continuous in higher dimensions. 
Related results are also given by Di Benedetto [3] when h # 0 and in 
higher dimensions. 
In what follows we assume that h(x, t, U) is a continuous function boun- 
ded by M, , uO(x) is a Lipchitz continuous non-negative function supported 
in (-x1, x,), with IuO(x), u;(x)1 GM,,. 
We note that if u is a solution of (2), UE C*,‘(Q,), u < M, then by the 
maximum principle 24 > E. So u is also a solution of 
uu,, + 24; + h(x, t, u)(u - E) = 24, 
u(x, 0) = UIJX) + E 
(2’) 
and, in fact, it is the unique solution in C2,1(Q;2) which satisfies u B E. 
LEMMA 1. Assume that u E C2’1(QT), u G M and u is a solution of (2’). 
Then the oscillation of u tends to 0 as 1x1 tends to co. 
Proof From the maximum principle we get that u 3 E. We will show 
that u lies below an appropriate barrier function EU(X, t), with u(x, t) 
tending to 1 as 1x1 goes to co. To that effect we let m >max(3, M,/2M}, 
t2=(4M1)-l, x,ax,+m and define 
b-x*)* 2t2 [ 1 
l/m 
u(x, t) = 
4m(2t2 - t) +& 2t,-t 
If L[z] = E(z)z,, + z: + h(x, t, u(x, t))(u - E) -z, we have that by the 
choices of m and t2, L[u] d 0 < L[u] in Q = (x2-m, x2 + m) x (0, t2) and 
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ZA < v on the boundary of 52. Thus by the maximum principle u(x, t) < 
v(x, 2) in 52. In particular 
2t2 c 1 
l/m 4x*, t) <E- 2t, - t < 2 Ilrn& for tE [0, t,]. 
Since the only condition for x2 is to be larger than x, + m, it follows that 
u(x, t) <2% for all x2x, +m, t E [0, t2]. We let k = 1 + [T/t*], 
xk=x, + km, then in at most k steps we obtain tat u(x, t) <2k’m& for 
x3x,, t E [O, T]. The same argument is valid for x < -xk, so 
&d u(x, t) d zklrn& for 1x1 > xk, t E [0, T]. Now, given 6 > 0, since k is fixed, 
we can choose m large, depending on 6, such that 2kl” < 1 + B/E; hence, by 
the above argument E < u < 2kim~ <E + 6 for 1x1 > xi + km. 
The Hiilder property 
THEOREM 1. Let UE C2”(QT) be a solution of (2’) with Ih( 6 M,, 
0 < E < u 6 M, jug, Z.&I < M,,. Assume that the first derivatives of u are boun- 
ded in BT. Then there exists a constant K, depending only on MO, M,, T and 
CI such that IuI, ,< K, in 0,. In particular K, is independent of E and the 
modulus of continuity of h. 
Proof: Let 6 > 0 be a small number. By Lemma 1, there exists B6 such 
that lu(x,t)-u(y,s)ld6 for 1x1, Iyl>Bg. Let A,=max{l/6,B,+l}, 
a = 2/m, 
W,,, = C-A,, 41 x C-A,, &I x CO, Tl x CO, Tl, 
W2,, = { (4 Y, t, s) E W,,dx - YI 2 6 or It - sl 2 6) 
and define 
g(x y t s)= l~w)-~(Y~~)l~ 
, 3, (x-y)‘+KIt-sl 
if x # y or s # t and g(x, x, t, t) = 0. K is a constant to be determined later. 
The function g thus defined is continuous in W1,6. To verify this, it is 
enough to check at the points x = y, t = s. Since u, and u, are supposed to 
be bounded, the mean value theorem and the inequality (a+ b)P 3 
2p- ‘(a” + bp), for a, b > 0, 0 -C p < 1, imply that 
ga/2(x, y, 4 s) d 14x9 t) - 4Y, s)l 2+71x- yla+K2/” It-sla/2)’ 
so 
&F2(4 y, t, s)<2(lu,l, Ix- yl’-rn+ IUJ, It-sl’-“‘2). (3) 
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(Assuming K> 1.) This implies that g is continuous at x = y, t = s. 
We also assume that 6 is so small that Iu,( o. G8-l and 
P2 lu,), gs(“-2)‘2. We will show that g < K2 in W2,s, then since the 
domains W,,, converge to the domain {(x, y, t, s)/x # y or t # s} as 6 goes 
to 0, and g is continuous in R2 x [0, T12, we conclude that g < K2 in 
R2 x [0, r]‘. This implies the theorem with K, = ( K2 K)a’2. 
Clearly g is continuous in W2,&. Let us assume that g attains its 
maximum at a point Q, =(x1, yr, t,,sr). We have the following 
possibilities: 
(a) g is not differentiable at Q, (i.e., t, = sr or g = 0). 
(b) Qr is on the lateral boundaries of W,,, (i.e. lxrl =A, or 
lY,l =A,). 
(c) QI is on the “interior” boundaries of W2+s (Ix1 - y,l=6 and 
It,---s,l<6or Ix,-y,l<sand It,--s,l=8). 
(d) Q, is on the lower boundaries of W,,, (i.e., t, = 0 or s1 = 0). 
(e) Q, is an interior point of W2,6 at which g is differentiable. 
Now we prove two lemmas that treat these cases separately and then we 
go back to the main proof. 
LEMMA 2. Let 
Qw= G Y, tYl-4% IYI GA,, IX-Y1 2% 
k(x y t)’ l4% f)- U(Y> t)l” IW 7 9 (x-y)’ - R*’ 
Then k is bounded in W,,, 
Proof. Suppose that max k occurs at Q, = (x0, yO, to). We have the 
following possibilities: 
(a) t,=O. 
(b) Ixo- YOI = 6. 
(c) lx01 =A or lyO( =A. 
(d) Q, is an interior point of Sz,,, at which k is differentiable. 
If the first case occurs, 
k(x 
02 07 
y 0) = l”(xoy ‘I- u(h, ‘)I”< (M,)“. 
bo- YOY ’ 
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If the second case occurs, 
Suppose the third case occurs. Assume lx01 = A,. 
If IyoldAa-l then lxo-yol>l, sokB(2M)‘. 
If A,- 1 < (y,l <A, then osc(u)66, so k<P2< 1. 
If the last case occurs, since k is differentiable at Q,, we have k, = k,. = 0 
and k,,, k,, -k, < 0 there. We write U, for u(x, t) and u2 for u( y, t). Then 
u,k,,+u,k,-k&I, at Qo. 
The derivatives are: 
k,=l ISIip’u,,rRp20-2 ISI’ Rp3 (0 = w(S)) 
k,= -I ISIAp’u,L,R-2~+2 ISI” Rp3 
k,,=A ISIAp’u ,,,Rp2a+A(A- 1) ISI’m2~f,R-2 
-4A ISI’.p1u,,Rp3a+6 lSliR-4 
k, = --A ISI’ -- ‘uqyy R-2a+i(1- 1 /SI”-2u;,R-2 
-4/l ISI”+,,Rp3a+6 ISI”Rp4 
k,=A ISI~--‘R-2~(~,,-~2,). 
Replacing these values in (4) we obtain 
A IS11~1R-2a[u,u,,,-u2u2,,-u,,+u2,] 
+,?(A- 1) ISI~-2R~2[~,~:,+~2~:,] 
-41 ISI”~‘R~3a[u,u,,+u2u2,] 
+ 6 (Sl”R-4(~, + u2) 60. (5) 
In the first term we use the differential equation (2’) in (x, t) and in 
( y, t), obtaining 
1 ISIA-‘Rp2a( -u;, - h,(u, - 6) + & + MU2 - &)I, 
where hi = h(x, y, ui), i = 1, 2. 
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Next, k, = k, = 0 implies 
u Ix=a IS( R-‘o=uZy (6) 
so the previous expression becomes il ~S~“~‘R-*a[h2(u2-~)-h,(u,-~)]. 
Using also equality (6) in the second and third terms of (5) we finally 
obtain: 
IIjS~1-‘R-20[h2(u2-+h,(u,-~)] + ISI”R-4(u, +u,)(2@-1)-2)<0. 
Therefore 
(7) 
Since [hiI <Mr, one has Ih,(u,-&)I <M1ui, i= 1,2. Thus 
l~*(~*-~)--hl(~,-~)I <M 
\ 
4+u2=M 
l u1+ 2.42 
1. 
UI +u2 
Since S is bounded by 2M, we conclude that 
k(Q 
0 
LEMMA 3. Let 
Q,,,= ((4 Y, t)llxl, IA 6& lx-YI bd or tad) 
f(x y t)= I4x, te4YAw PI” 
, 3 =-. (x-,v)*+Kt R 
Then f is bounded in Q,.,. 
ProoJ The proof is very similar to that of Lemma 2. If f(x2, y,, t2) is 
maximum, the cases 
(a) t2=0, 
(b) lx2-y21 =6 and t,<6, 
(c) Ix2 - y,l d 6 and t2 = 6, and 
(d) lx21 =A or Iy21 =A 
are treated as before, giving that j(Q,) is bounded by (MO)‘, 2”, 2A and 
1 + (2M)“, respectively. 
If (x2, y,, t2) is an interior point, we have that u,fXX + u,fYY -ff < 0 and 
fx=fy=O, at Q2=(x2, y2,y2). 
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After replacing the derivatives and dropping the positive terms that con- 
tain ~4:~ and z& we have 
/I ISI1~‘R~la[u,u,,,-u,u,,- z&l +2 ISIiR-2[K/2-(u, +u*)] GO. 
Using the differential equation in u(x, 1) only 
2 ISI”R-*[K/2-(ul+u,)] <1 (SI”-‘R-‘a[u:,+h,(u,-E)+U2U2,]. 
This time, f, =fY = 0 implies ulX = M(X - y) ISJ R-’ = u2,,, so 
2 (Sf”R-2[K/2- (ul + u2)] 
61 ISI”-%’ I~r*(x-y)~ IS12R-2+h,(u,-~)+u2u2,,(. 
Using that (x-y)‘R-‘<l and ISJ”+‘=IS/“lu,-u,I <MISI’, we find 
2lSI”R~‘[K/2-(u,+u,+Mcr)]6ilSI”-’ Ihl(u,-~)+u2uZVVI 
< l”Mi ~ ‘M( M, + M,). (8) 
Thus, for K = 8M we obtain 
Thus 
f(x, y, t)dmax 
i 
(MO)‘, 2’, 1 + (2M)“, (2M,“-’ (M, + MO)}. 
After these lemmas we go back to the main proof. If g(Qi) is maximum, 
either 
(a) t,=s, or (b) t,#s,. 
If t, =s,, then 
Thus, we may assume that t, # sl. We have two possibilities: 
(cl (Ix, - YII = 6 and It, -s,I <d) or 
(Ix,-Yl <a and It, -311 = 6) 
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and 
W Wl-~,l~~ or I(ll -sII >e 
If case (c) occurs, by inequality (3) and the assumptions on 6, 
g”“(Q& Iu,I, 6’-“+K”* lull, c?-~‘~< 1+ 1=2. 
Thus 
g(Ql) < 22’“. 
Let us suppose now that Ix1 - y,l > 6 or It1 -3, ( > 6. Here we have three 
possibilities: 
(e) lx11 =A or Iv,1 =A, 
(f) t, = 0 or si = 0, and 
(g) t,>O, sl>O, lx11 <A and Iv11 <A. 
We treat case (e) exactly as in Lemma 2, obtaining g( Qi) < 1 + (2M)A. If 
case (f) occurs, then dQ1)=f(xly Y,, tl)<(WO-‘la)(Ml +Md. 
Finally, if case (g) occurs we have that g,= gY=O and g,,, gYY, -g,, 
-g,<O at Ql. If S, <t, we take the combination 224, g,,+ u2gYY- 
(2g, + g,) < 0, introduce in it the differential equation (2’), and choosing 
k = 12M we obtain 
ISI” < 2(2M)” - 94, 
R‘ tl ’ 
If si > t, the same result follows by taking 
Ul gxx + 2u2 g, - (gt + k) G 0. 
Finally, a weak solution u of (1) with u(x, 0) = uO(x) can be obtained as 
the limit of a subsequence {uCK} of solutions of (2’), that convergences 
uniformly on compact sets to U, so 1~1, d K. 
The previous method can be applied to a wide class of equations where 
the maximum principle holds and where the oscillation of u tends to 0 as 
1x1 + co, or when the domain is finite and the Holder quotient can be con- 
trolled a priori on the boundaries of Sz,. In particular, the more general 
porous medium equation 
u, = (Urn)xx + w, 6 u)u, m > 2, 
u(x, 0) = z+)(x) 2 0 
(9) 
can be treated with a similar argument. 
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The change of dependent variable z) = zP’ ~ ’ leads to 
m 
v, = mvv,, + -v;++ t, Ul/(m-‘))Ul/(m-l), 
m-l 
(10) 
v(x, 0) = up- “(X). 
The corresponding s-approximations with q = l/(m - 1) are 
v,=mvv + xx --$v; + h(x, t, vq)(vq - Eq), 
v(x, 0) = u;(x) + E. 
In this case we have the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2. Let VE C2(f2,) be a solution of (11). Let IhI <MI, 
0 <E < v < M, IQ, vbl d M,. Assume that the first derivatives of v are boun- 
ded in QT and that OX(V) + 0 as 1x1 + co. Then there exists K, constant 
such that 101, < K2 for any a E (0, 1). K, depends only on M,, M,, T and u. 
Proof The proof follows the same lines of the previous theorem. The 
only differences are: 
At the interior point where k is differentiable, we take mv,k,, + 
mu2 k, - k, < 0. 
Then instead of (7) we obtain 
,S,“R-2<A ISI”-’ lh2(v:-&n)-h,(v:-&l)l \ 
2(1 -oz)m(v, +v,) ’ 
Since 1> 2 we can write 
which is bounded by 
(12) 
Similarly for the function f,, instead of (8) we obtain 
2JSI~R~‘[K/2-(m(v,+v,)+M,)]~~M”~’M(M,+M,) (14) 
and this time we choose K = 4M(m + 1). 
A similar result holds for the function g. 
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Now, for the function u we have: 
be, t) - 4.h s)l < IUYX, t) - UYY, s)l . Ia, t) - 4.h s)l” 
Ix-yl”q+ p-&p’* Iu(x, t)-u(y,s)l’l Ix-yl*“+ It-p’* 
b(x?~)--v(Y~~)l & 
Ix-ylE+ If-sS(“‘2 1 2’ 
That is to say, u is v-Hiilder continuous, for any v E (0, l/(m - 1)). 
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